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░ ABSTRACT- Blockchain is the key concept for security purposes for digital applications. But, in some cases, the 
effectiveness of the malicious behavior has degraded the security function of the blockchain. So, to enrich the blockchain process 
prediction and to neglect the malicious event from the data broadcasting medium is very important. So, the current research article 
intends to develop an efficient monitoring strategy based on incorporating deep features. Hence, the designed paradigm is termed 
as Lion-based Convolutional Neural Model (LbCNM) with serpent encryption. Before performing the encryption process, the 
novel LbCNM parameters have been activated to monitor the data process channel in the blockchain environment. Here, the 
malicious behaviors were estimated by incorporating the known and unknown user behavior in the Lion fitness model. During the 
execution, the fitness formulation of Lion is acted in the classification layer of the convolutional model. Once the present 
malicious characteristics have been detected, it is neglected from the data broadcasting channel. Hereafter, the transactional data 
has been encrypted and stored in the specific cloud. The planned strategy is verified in the python platform. The successful 
performance of the LbCNM with serpent has been analyzed with some key parameters like confidential rate, accuracy, data 
overhead, and processing time.  
 

Keywords: Blockchain, Encryption, large transaction, malicious behaviour, data overhead.  
 

 

 

░ 1. INTRODUCTION   
The emerging field in cloud computing is blockchain strategy, 
which is also termed bitcoin [1]. Introducing the blockchain 
model in the cloud paradigm is to secure the data from third 
parties [2]. Moreover, the blockchain approach is termed in 
two-three classes that are custom, private and public 
blockchain [3]. All records were kept public in a public 
blockchain that is accessible for all users [4]. In the private 
blockchain, the stored records' control belonged to a single 
person or organization [5]. Also, the control process is 
managed by a group of specific organizations for the custom 
blockchain. At the introduction of the blockchain, 
decentralized network application is utilized [6]. Hence, the 
main process of the blockchain model is decentralization, 
security, and immutability. The blockchain concept is the 
crypto process that has converted the original text into an 
unreadable way to prevent data theft [7]. In addition, several 
homomorphisms approaches were also implemented with the 

blockchain strategy to afford the security for a long duration 
[8]. Besides all those things, designing the monitoring 
mechanism is important to offer the continuous monitoring 
function throughout the data transaction [9]. 
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Figure 1: Blockchain fundamentals 
 
The key motive of this blockchain usage is to transfer and 
store large data securely [10]. Hence, the blockchain approach 
has been followed under two types of crypto strategies: 
symmetric and asymmetric encryption schemes [11]. In 
addition, the has function is used to find the initial hash of the 
trained data [12]. Then, the encryption function has 2 is 
measured from the encrypted data [13]. Hereafter, the 
zoomorphism is applied to verify the process, whether the data 
is injected or not [14]. Hence, the blockchain strategy has 
many advances. However, it lacks in third-party continuous 
monitoring process [15]. The fundamentals in blockchain 
security are diagrammatically described in figure 1. 
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Several blockchain models, such as the blockchain model for 
the offline application [24], centralized and decentralized 
blockchain strategy [25], etc., have been executed in the past 
for several online applications. But, still, the security threats 
were not ended because of large complex data [19,20]. So the 
present article has planned to create a novel efficient strategy 
for the threat monitoring process in the blockchain-based data 
transaction system. Finally, the designed model is verified by 
launching an efficient attack. Hereafter, the parameters were 
calculated and compared with other models. This research 
work's main focus is to enhance the blockchain facilities to 
enrich the advances and security of online applications. 
  
The current article's research arguments are organized as 
follows. The 2nd Section has detailed the associated works of 
blockchain security in various sectors and challenges. The 
usual Blockchain system in large transactions with problems is 
illustrated in Section 3. The designed novel solution for the 
discussed problem is highlighted in 4th Section. Moreover, the 
working performance of the designed monitoring-blockchain 
strategy is summarized in 5th Section and the research 
discussion and achievements are concluded in Section.6. 
 

░ 2. RELATED WORK 
To advance the blockchain facilities, Ikechi SaviourIgboanusi 
et al [24] have designed a blockchain model for the offline 
application to transfer the data. This method aims to help the 
smart contract whenever the connection is lost. Finally, the 
blockchain has transferred the data without the usage of 
internet connection with a high confidential rate. However, 
this strategy is only applicable for the specific applications. 
  
Online education became worldwide in today's life scenario 
hence content ranking for the student's performance is more 
important. But the content ranking became thrust worth there 
is no replication content. For that, Anuj Garg et al. [25] have 
designed the centralized and decentralized blockchain strategy 
for the online education system. Finally, the content ranking 
has been performed with high trust behavior. But, it needs 
more time to execute. 
 
The network called as delay-tolerant is used for large data 
transaction system. To secure this large data transmission, a 
blockchain strategy has been introduced by Xin Cong et al 
[26] called Token Negotiation blockchain. In addition, the 
mining procedure has been implemented to extract the 
replicated falsie data. Finally, the performance of the designed 
model is validated in terms of throughput, confidential rate 
and data transfer. However, the packet drop issues in the 
delay-tolerant model are not end. 
  
Regression analysis was introduced in blockchain system by 
WeiHong et al [27] for analyzing the user behavior 
continuously. Here, the normal user's behavior was updated in 
the regression rules. During the encryption process, if there is 
any unmatched user behavior, it makes an alarm. The dataset 
known as food safety info has been taken as a Database to 
check the reliability score of the proposed model functions. 
However, it has required more resources to execute the 
process.  

.Jianguo Chen et al [28] have introduced an efficient 
blockchain technology based on the deep networks for the 
vehicular-Adhoc application. Here, the deep network-based 
blockchain strategy is verified with both a centralized and 
decentralized environment. Here, the treat are detected 
neglected in the asynchronous manner. However, it has need 
more power usage to execute the process continuously based 
on vehicle moving.  
 
The key contribution of this present study was summarized as 
follows, 
 Initially, the bank dataset was collected and imported  to 

the python system  
 Consequently, the Lion-based Convolution Neural model 

(LbCNM) was designed with the Serpent Encryption 
model. 

 Here, the fitness of the lion has provided continuous 
monitoring for the data transmission channel 

 When, the malicious behavior was found, then it is 
neglected by the hunting behavior of the lion 
optimization 

 Hereafter, the encryption strategy has been performed to 
hide the data from the third users  

 Moreover, the incorporation of the lion fitness in the 
convolution model will provide the finest attack detection 
and prevention results 

 Finally, the robustness of the proposed scheme is 
analyzed by confidential score, data integrity, processing 
time and data overhead. 

 

░ 3. SYSTEM MODEL WITH PROBLEM  
In the large transaction system, the main two problems that 
have to be considered are attack vulnerability and data 
overhead [16]. These, two problems were addressed by 
controlling the security functions in the blockchain system 
[17,18]. However, blockchain is the more important paradigm 
to transact the large data. Moreover, this blockchain is mainly 
utilized for the bank transaction application.  
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Figure 2: System model with problem 

 
Hence, the chief problems that have often been raised during 
the large data broadcasting are illustrated in figure 2. The 
previous models' problems are poor data integrity, data 
overload, attack vulnerability, and less confidential score. 
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░4. PROPOSED LBCNM FOR 
BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY 
ENHANCEMENT 
The technology blockchain has been elaborated in many 
applications, but providing security is a crucial task and more 
difficult. So, the present research article has planned to design 
a continuous monitoring system for blockchain applications. 
Moreover, a novel technique is named LbCNM and is utilized 
for the encryption serpent model. Finally, the functioning 
performance of the proposed model is measured by applying 
the designed technique in the credit card database.  
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Figure 3: Proposed LbCNM with serpent architecture 

 
Finally, the key metrics are measured and validated with 
recent associated works and the percentage of the 
improvement rate has been noted. The proposed LbCNM with 
serpent model is blockchain is described in Figure 3. 
 

4.1 Design of LbCNM layer  
The planned security model is the hybrid algorithm-generated 
with dual lion optimization procedures [23] and convolution 
neural model [22]. Here, the finest solution of the lion is 
hunting characteristics. This research objective is utilized to 
find the malicious behavior, neglect malicious events, and 
offer continuous monitoring. In addition, the neural 
convolution model is discussed for enabling the training and 
testing function for the trained database. 
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Figure 4: Layer of LbCNM 

Moreover, the LbCNM contains six five layers, the first input 
layer, where the databases are trained to the model. The 
second is the hidden layer here; it is functioning as the 
preprocessing phase. Consequently, the error-free data is 
imported to the classification phase's third layer. The feature 
analysis parameters have been designed based on normal and 
malicious users. Moreover, the parameter of the classification 
module is tuned by the 4th optimal layer. In addition, the 
prediction and the neglecting process have been processed. 
Finally, the malicious free data transaction medium has been 
obtained, described in figure 4. The designed security 
mechanism is suitable for handling large data; hence, the 
layers of the LbCNM have included some features like 
preprocessing, storing, prediction layer, and optimum value 
setting layer.   
 

n.....,5,4,3,2,1)b(f d 
                                        (1) 

Here, the trained credit database is determined as db
and 

n...,3,2,1 is the  each credit card details. Consequently, the 
pre-processing function has been performed using Eqn. (1). 
The function pre-processing is common for all ML models to 
gain the finest predicted results. Because the noisy data has 
reduced the prediction exactness score 

tf

nfgf
)b(p d




                                            (2) 

Here, tf is the total features in the trained database; good 

features were determined as gf , nf is the noise variable or 

features and p is the pre-processing variable. Hence, the pre-
processing function was performed by Eqn. (2) 
 









usermalicious//)0user(ifuser

usernormal//)0user(ifuser
L f

        
(3) 
 

The behavior of the malicious and normal user has been found 
by eqn. (3) 
 









mu)pbmu*2(),pbmu*2(,mu(rand

mu)Pbmu*2()Pbmu*2(rand
Lh

     (4) 
 

Here, the unknown or malicious behaviors are found by the 

fitness of the lion function that is denoted as Lh , and Pb is 
the malicious activity detection variable. Also, mu it 
represents malicious users. Hence, eqn.(4) is utilized to enable 
the continuous monitoring function.  
 









muPb)Pb,mu(rand

muPb)mu,Pb(rand
Lh

                               (5) 
 

In blockchain, the transaction proc4ss in performed in a 
random direction, which is not similar. Hence, to offer data 
protection in all directions of transactions, Eqn. (5) has been 
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used. Consequently, the neglect of the malicious events 
proceeds by Eqn. (6) 

nstransactiototal

muusernormal
Lh




                                            (6) 
After setting the monitoring modules, the serpent encryption 
[21] procedure has been initiated to encrypt the data and 
broadcast the transaction details securely. 
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Figure 5: serpent blockchain 

 
The usual encryption process by functioning the serpent model 
is detailed in Figure 5 here; the bits take for encryption at a 
single time is 128 bits. Here, the process of encryption is 
performed based on the XOR operations. 
 

Algorithm.1 LbCNM with serpent 
 

start 
{ 

dbint
; 

// database initialization  
Reprocessing module () 
{ 

 ;tf,nf,gfint  
 // initializing pre-processing variables  
 nfgf)b(p d 

 
 // error-free data was obtained 

} 
Malicious events prediction () 
{ 

 ;Lfint  

 // updating lion fitness 
 )0user(if   
 { 
 Normal user 
 }else (malicious user) 
 // fixing the prediction parameter based on if conditions 

} 
Continuous monitoring () 
{ 

 ;Lh,mu,pbint  
 )mu(rand)Pb(Lh   
 // setting random prediction of malicious users in all 

transaction direction using eqn.(5) 
} 
Malicious event rejection() 
{ 

 mu)usernormal(Lh   
 // the malicious users has been neglected  

} 
Serpent encryption Blockchain() 
{ 

 
User credit card details

encrypt
 

 } data sharing (transactions) 
} 
Stop 

 
The proposed LbCNM procedure is described in the 
algorithm.1 and Figure 6. Consequently, specific codes were 
written in python for each algorithm step, and execution 
functioned for the credit card bank database. Finally, the 
designed model function has been verified with DoS malicious 
behavior. It has produced abnormal activities by causing 
traffic flow in the communication medium.  
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Pre-processing 
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Malicious behaviour Normal  behaviour 
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//training bank transaction data

// Enabling monitoring 
phase

// removing the training 
noise

//activating the lion 
fitness in 

classification module

// predicting normal and 
malicious features

//neglecting the predicted 
malicious features// activating 

encryption model

Stop  
Figure 6: Flow model of LbCNM with serpent 
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░ 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
To measure the successful performance of the designed 
LbCNM with serpent model, the database was gained from the 
Kaggle site, which is related to bank transactions. Hence, the 
total size of data 150Mb; also, it contains several attributes 
like class status, amount, time, and transactions count. 
Moreover, the novel LbCNM with serpent blockchain system 
is executed in the Python platform 3.8, pycharm community, 
and running in windows-10 environment. Hence, the 
successive rate was validated by measuring the key metrics. 
 

5.1 Case study  
The characteristics of the obtained credit dataset are detailed in 
figure 7. Here, the user behavior in the trained credit databases 
is measured up to 175000s. This graph validation is termed as 
transaction period versus amount. 
 

 
Figure 7: Credit Card Database Features 

 
Moreover, the metrics loss function is validated for the train 
and test function elaborated in Figure. Moreover, user 
behavior has been measured in dual cases that are false and 
true cases. Based on those class results, the accuracy of the 
metric has been validated. The scalability score of the 
proposed LbCNM scheme has been verified by the training 
results performance, which is detailed in Figure 8. Here, 
accuracy measure has been valued in test and train cases in 
dual sectors.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 8: Training results validation: (a) accuracy, (b) loss 
 
The total size of the trained data is 15Mb in that 80% is 
utilized for training, and 20% data is utilized for testing. 
Moreover, several metrics were measured and validated with 
other associated models for the testing cases. 
 

Fig. Database Execution and characteristics 

 
Figure 9: Confusion Matrix 

 
The parameter confusion metrics have measured the exactness 
of malicious behavior findings based on true and false cases. 
Here, the total credit card data is 284808; the detected true-
positive is 55523, and false-Positive is 1341 for normal 
classes. Moreover, for the class malicious, the predicted false-
negative is 20 and true-negative is 78, which is represented in 
figure 9. 
 

5.2 Performance and comparison evaluation 
The working stability of the proposed model is analyzed by 
measuring the key parameters such as data integrity, 
confidential score, processing time, and data overhead. 
Moreover, the success rate of the designed LbCNM with 
serpent scheme is proved the successive score against the DoS 
attack.  
 
5.2.1 Confidential rate and data integrity  
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For all the trust worthy application, measuring these two 
metrics is crucial to measure the stable status of the developed 
system. Also, to note the percentage of improvement over the 
other model, few past works have been obtained that are 
Radial based Kernal Model (RKM) [30] and Lamport-Merkle 
model (LMM) [31]. 
 

 
Figure 10: Confidential and data integrity comparison 

 
Here, the RKM scheme has recorded the confidentiality score 
as 95%, LMM has yielded the confidential score as 96%, and 
the proposed LbCNM with serpent has earned 97% 
confidential rate. Hence, the assessment of data integrity and 
the confidential score is illustrated in figure 10. This has 
proved the successive rate in privacy preserved by a novel 
monitoring blockchain strategy. In addition, the parameter 
confidentiality rate is measured by eqn. (7) 

td
rdalityconfidenti 

                                               (7) 

Here, rd determined successful transaction and total 

transaction is described as td . 
 
5.2.2 Attack prediction accuracy 
After designing the proposed LbCNM with a serpent 
blockchain system, the privacy range of the designed platform 
has to be checked by some attack vulnerabilities. For that, DoS 
attack has been launched in the system then the working 
function of the novel LbCNM with serpent has been estimated 
by evaluating the parameters. 
 

 
Figure 11: Validation of accuracy 

 
Moreover, to check the detection behavior of the LbCNM 
model, the metric accuracy has been evaluated for attack 

detection. Here, the proposed LbCNM with serpent has 
reported the finest attack prediction exactness score than the 
existing models like Collaborative Clustering (CC) [34] and 
Master-Slave-Blockchain MSB [29]. Here, the CC and MSB 
has measured the accuracy rate as 90%. However, the 
proposed LbCNM with serpent has recorded a wide range of 
accuracy as 97%; those statistics are illustrated in figure 11.         

100*
T

A
Accuracy

b

b
                                   (8) 

Eqn has valued the metrics accuracy of this application. (8), 

where, bA
is the normal behavior and bT

is the total behavior. 
Here, the metric accuracy has been described by taking the 
average of authenticated characters and total behavior. 
 
5.2.3 Processing time 
In cloud platform or application measure, the data processing 
duration is the most required task to value each technique 
performance. Moreover, the processing duration is defined as 
the entire system execution time to complete the single 
transaction. 
 

░ Table 1: Assessment of processing time 
Processing Time Validation 

Methods RKM LMM Proposed 
(LbCNM-
serpent) 

Processing 
time (ms) 

52 35 15 

Processing 
time (s) 

0.052 0.035 0.01499 

 
The duration taken to execute the function is 15ms; 
simultaneously, the LMM has recorded the maximum duration 
as 35ms, and the model RKM has obtained 52ms for 
execution; those validation is tabulated in Table 1.  
 
5.2.4 Data overhead  
Data overhead is the key issue in big data and cloud 
application; that paradigm can process a large amount of data 
at a time. Hence, if the data load is over than the capacity of 
the server node, then data overhead has been recorded. In 
addition, achieving the overhead data rate might degrade the 
confidential score. Also, the high data overhead may lead to 
data collision in the communication medium that has 
maximized the attack vulnerabilities. 

 
Figure 12: Data Overhead Comparison 
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To evaluate the improvement score of the data overhead 
reduction, some of the recent existing works have been 
considered into an account, such as Blockchain data-integrity 
(BDI) [32], Blockchain agent system (BAS) [33], and LMM. 
The proposed LbCNM with serpent has minimized the 
overhead data range as 0.1KB. Simultaneously, the model 
LMM has reported 0.22KB, BAS has obtained 2KB, and BDI 
has recorded 0.3KB; those statistics are described in figure 12. 
 

5.3 Discussion 
The designed LbCNM with serpent has reported the finest 
outcome from performance and comparison validation by 
gaining a wide range of attack perdition exactness score, high 
confidentiality, and data integrity. Also, it has noted less data 
overhead and processing time. 
 

░ Table 2: Overall performance evaluation 
Overall evaluation 

Metrics Proposed LbCNM with 

serpent 

Data integrity 98 

Confidential rate 97 

Accuracy 97 

Processing time (ms) 15 

Data Overhead (KB) 0.1 

 
The overall Proposed LbCNM with serpent performance is 
described in Table 2. In all cases, it has earned the better 
outcome that verified the scalability of the designed scheme. 
Hence, the planned design is suitable for the blockchain area 
as the monitoring model. 
 

░ 6. CONCLUSION 
The main novelty that has been introduced in this research 
article is the monitoring mechanism in the blockchain. The 
monitoring phase module has been designed by a novel 
LbCNM approach. Moreover, in this monitoring phase, dual 
functions were performed to predict malicious characteristics 
and neglect those predicted malicious events. Consequently, 
the encryption function is activated to hide the data from the 
third parties then the encrypted data is transferred or stored in 
the specific server or cloud. Hence, the working performance 
of the novel LbCNM has been measured by validating the 
crucial parameters. The proposed LbCNM has recorded the 
maximum data integrity rate as 98%. Comparing the past 
associated works has maximized the score of data integrity up 
to 3%. In addition, the measured confidential score of the 
novel LbCNM scheme is 97%; when compared to other recent 
work, it has enriched the privacy range up to 2%. Moreover, 
the estimation of the malicious characteristic has earned 97% 
accuracy, which shows an improvement rate up to 7% than the 
compared schemes. Hence, in all aspects, it has described the 
finest outcome that verified the proposed LbCNM is sufficient 
for the secure blockchain concept. 
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